Dear partners, supporters and friends,

In an eventful year has come to an end. After almost 10 years in our office at Weisestraße, we found a new home, and move the CRISP-Headquarters to Tempelhof. In our new facilities the constantly growing team finally finds enough space for their ideas and projects.

During the last three months we finalized most of our projects for this year. In this newsletter you can therefore read about the final event in Cairo, the last roundtable in Kyrgyzstan and the closure of our PCC program. Moreover, in October we have welcomed new interns from Nigeria, Moldova and Ukraine.

We are starting this year with scheduling new projects on different topics in our main target-areas as well as in other countries, which we have not pinned down on our map yet.

In case you see any chance for closer cooperation between you, your organization and CRISP, please do not hesitate to get in touch with us.

We wish you happy holidays, and for those who are celebrating Merry Christmas.

Best regards

CRISP-Team

Peace Practice Handbook

Within the project "Peace and Conflict Consultant" we have created the "Peace Practice Handbook: Theory and Practise of Peace-building Initiatives in Eastern Partnership Countries and Russia".

This is a product of a collaborative working process of 16 authors from six countries, over 50 interviewed respondents, editors and designers! Read more

International

Documentary: Simulating Egyptian Transition (SET) in Egypt

The SET project series aims to transform stereotypes and mindsets to reduce conflicts between different groups and regions in Egypt. We are glad to present you a documentary, giving insight into six years of our activities. Watch now

Closing SET-Project-Series in Egypt

Our project-series SET was implemented between 2012 and 2018 in Egypt. Together with more than 200 guests, we reviewed the six years of activity and presented the new entity to the public: Nadi El Mohake Foundation (Simulation Gamers Club, Egypt). Read more
K2Games - Call for Participation

We are happy to announce the K2Games call for applications! This call is a part of K2Games - Learning by Playing, within which a set of simulation and board games will be developed for environmental education in Europe. Read more

Evaluation Seminar in Kyrgyzstan

Within the framework of the 2018 Peace and Conflict Consultants project in Kyrgyzstan, participants have learned about conflict analysis, initiative development and project management. Read more

Quo Vadis European Union? – as seen by Iraqi Diplomats

On the 22nd and 23rd of November CRISP implemented the simulation game ‘Quo Vadis EU’ for twelve participants of the international diplomats’ training from Iraq. Read more

International Day of Simulation and Gaming

The 16. November is our professional celebration day! On this day we have celebrated our commitment to the method of simulation games, which is the basis of many our projects. Read more

Finals!

As this year’s Peace and Conflict Consultants program was coming to an end, we have also celebrated the closure of our 4 year commitment to training our Consultants. Read more

Young Leaders of UNDP develop a new National Youth Policy

Just some days before Christmas we were invited to facilitate one day at the regional forum of UNDP’s Youth Leadership Programme (YLP4) “Innovating for Sustainable Impact” in Tunis. Read more

National

Implementation of Syria simulation game in Hannover

On the 10th and 11th of November we conducted the simulation game “Syria” in cooperation with Al Sharq and Hometown Hannover in Hannovers biggest community-centre. Read more
Academy for Conflict Transformation

For the 7th time being involved in the 9-Week-Training-Workshop for peace and conflict workers, we implemented one of our most complex simulation games, so the participants could test their acquired knowledge. Read more

Implementation of “Kodori” for international diplomats

At the “10th International Diplomatic Re-invitation Program”, 17 diplomats and participants of the International Parliamentary Fellowship Programme took part in our workshop at the Federal Foreign Office in Berlin. Read more

Simulation Game Transolvia with IfA Cross Cultural Interns

On 13. and 14. November we have implemented the simulation game Transolvia for 23 interns of the Cross Culture Internship Programme of IfA, who are civil society activists from Europe and Middle East. Read more

New Look

We’ve developed a lot in the last months, new office, new colleagues – now we also have new pictures. We thank the great photographer Rainer Kurzeder for helping us take a step towards a coherent corporate identity. Read more

Our assistant from October to December: Mariia Vladymyrova

Mariia has joined our team in October and has been supporting us until the end of December. She assisted CRISP in different tasks related to project implementation as well as office routine. Read more

New Intern Anatolii Dirun

In October we have welcomed our intern Anatolii Dirun, who is taking part in the Cross Culture Internship Program of IfA. He was a part of our team for 2 months. Read more

New Intern Gyenom Lambat

Gyenom is a student at Baze University in Nigeria’s capital,
Abuja. He studies International Relations and Diplomacy. He assist CRISP with conflict analyses for a future project in Nigeria. Read more

Social Media

If you want to receive more information about our activities and stay up to date about our different projects, you might consider following us on one of our social media channels.

Contact

We are permanently looking for new partners and opportunities to link our projects with the activities of others.

In order to get in touch with us, feel free to write us an email hello@crisp-berlin.org, or use the contact form on our website.